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P. syringae AldA and IAA synthesis

Abstract

22
23

The bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae modulates plant hormone signaling to promote

24

infection and disease development. P. syringae uses several strategies to manipulate auxin

25

physiology in Arabidopsis thaliana to promote pathogenesis, including synthesis of indole-3-

26

acetic acid (IAA), the predominant form of auxin in plants, and production of virulence factors

27

that alter auxin responses in the host; however, the role of pathogen-derived auxin in P. syringae

28

pathogenesis is not well understood. Here we demonstrate that P. syringae strain DC3000

29

produces IAA via a previously uncharacterized pathway and identify a novel indole-3-

30

acetaldehyde dehydrogenase, AldA, that functions in IAA biosynthesis by catalyzing the NAD-

31

dependent formation of IAA from indole-3-acetaldehyde (IAAld). Biochemical analysis and

32

solving of the 1.9 Å resolution x-ray crystal structure reveal key features of AldA for IAA

33

synthesis, including the molecular basis of substrate specificity. Disruption of aldA and a close

34

homolog, aldB, lead to reduced IAA production in culture and reduced virulence on A. thaliana.

35

We use these mutants to explore the mechanism by which pathogen-derived auxin contributes to

36

virulence and show that IAA produced by DC3000 suppresses salicylic acid-mediated defenses

37

in A. thaliana. Thus, auxin is a DC3000 virulence factor that promotes pathogenicity by

38

suppressing host defenses.

39
40
41
42
43
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45

Author Summary

46

Pathogens have evolved multiple strategies for suppressing host defenses and modulating host

47

physiology to promote colonization and disease development. For example, the plant pathogen

48

Pseudomonas syringae uses several strategies to the manipulate hormone signaling of its hosts,

49

including production of virulence factors that alter hormone responses in and synthesis of plant

50

hormones or hormone mimics. Synthesis of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), a common form of the

51

plant hormone auxin, by many plant pathogens has been implicated in virulence. However, the

52

role of pathogen-derived IAA during pathogenesis by leaf spotting pathogens such as P. syringae

53

strain DC3000 is not well understood. Here, we demonstrate that P. syringae strain DC3000 uses

54

a previously uncharacterized biochemical pathway to synthesize IAA, catalyzed by a novel

55

aldehyde dehydrogenase, AldA, and carry out biochemical and structural studies of the AldA

56

protein to investigate AldA activity and substrate specificity. We also generate an aldA mutant

57

disrupted in IAA synthesis to show that IAA is a DC3000 virulence factor that promotes

58

pathogenesis by suppressing host defense responses.

59
60
61
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Introduction
Plant pathogens have evolved a variety of strategies to ensure a successful interaction

64

with their hosts. These include the delivery of virulence proteins directly into host cells through

65

the type III secretion system and production of plant hormones or hormone mimics. Both

66

strategies are important for suppressing host defenses and/or modulating host physiology to

67

promote colonization and disease development [1-3]. For example, the bacterial pathogen

68

Pseudomonas syringae, the causal agent of bacterial speck disease [4, 5] produces the phytotoxin

69

coronatine, a molecular mimic of the plant hormone jasmonic acid-isoleucine [6, 7]. Production

70

and secretion of coronatine modulates host jasmonic acid signaling and is important for P.

71

syringae pathogenesis [8-10]. Many plant-associated microbes also have the ability to synthesize

72

indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), a common form of the phytohormone auxin, and in several cases

73

production of IAA has been implicated in pathogen virulence [11, 12].

74

IAA synthesis in microbes has been well characterized, with five biosynthetic pathways for

75

IAA utilizing the amino acid tryptophan (Trp) as the precursor (Fig 1) identified to date [11].

76

These include the indole-3-acetamide (IAM), the indole-3-acetonitrile (IAN), the indole-3-

77

pyruvate (IPyA), the tryptamine (TAM), and the tryptophan side-chain oxidase (TSO) pathways

78

[13]. Detailed analyses of the IAM and IPyA pathways helped elucidate the role of bacterial IAA

79

production in plant-microbe interactions. Two enzymes responsible for converting Trp to IAA

80

via the IAM pathway are tryptophan 2-monoxygenase (TMO) and IAM hydrolase (IAH),

81

encoded by the iaaM and iaaH genes respectively [14]. Cloning of the iaaM and iaaH genes, as

82

well as ipdC genes encoding IPyA decarboxylase [15-17], from a wide range of bacteria and the

83

characterization of their encoded proteins provided insight on the various roles for IAA synthesis

84

during pathogenesis [11, 18, 19].

4
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85
86

Fig 1. Overview of tryptophan-dependent indole-3 acetic acid (IAA) biosynthesis

87

pathway(s) in bacteria. Enzymes with demonstrated biochemical activities are indicated.

88

Enzyme abbreviations: tryptophan 2-monooxygenase (TMO), indole acetamide hydrolase (IAH),

89

tryptophan side chain oxidase (TSO), indole pyruvate decarboxylase (IPDC) and aldehyde

90

dehydrogenase (ALD). Two ALD enzymes, AldA and AldB, that catalyze conversion of IAAld

91

to IAA are described in this study. Compound abbreviations: tryptophan (Trp), indole-3-

92

acetaldoxime (IAOx), indole-3-acetonitrile (IAN), indole-3-acetamide (IAM), indole-3-pyruvate

93

(IPyA), indole-3-acetaldehyde (IAAld) and tryptamine (TAM).

94
95

Auxin is involved in a broad range of growth and developmental processes in plants,

96

including cell division and expansion and responses to a variety of environmental stimuli [20-22].

97

Auxin is also important in several plant-microbe interactions. For example, IAA produced by

98

plant growth promoting rhizobacteria such as Azospirillum brasilense stimulates root growth

99

[23]. IAA also promotes plant cell proliferation during gall formation caused by Rhizobium

5
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100

radiobacter (formerly Agrobacterium tumefaciens) [24], Pantoea agglomerans [18] and P.

101

savastanoi [19, 25].

102

More recently auxin has been shown to promote virulence of P. syringae pv. tomato strain

103

DC3000. Exogenous application of auxin enhances disease susceptibility on Arabidopsis

104

thaliana [26-28] and transgenic A. thaliana lines that over-express the YUCCA1 auxin

105

biosynthesis gene and accumulate elevated levels of IAA exhibit enhanced susceptibility to

106

DC3000 [29]. Additionally, impairment of auxin signaling in the plant can reduce susceptibility

107

to P. syringae pv. tomato and maculicola [27, 30]. Nonetheless, the role of auxin in promoting P.

108

syringae virulence remains to be elucidated.

109

We sought to take advantage of the well-established DC3000-A. thaliana interaction to

110

investigate the role of pathogen-derived IAA during pathogenesis. Here, we demonstrate that

111

DC3000 produces IAA and identify an indole-3-acetaldehyde dehydrogenase, AldA, that

112

catalyzes the NAD-dependent formation of IAA from indole-3-acetaldehyde (IAAld). The x-ray

113

crystal structure of AldA provides insight on the biochemical function of this enzyme. We show

114

that disruptions of aldA and a close homolog (aldB) lead to reduced IAA production in DC3000

115

and reduced virulence in A. thaliana. Furthermore, we explore the mechanism by which

116

pathogen-derived auxin contributes to DC3000 virulence and show that auxin produced by

117

DC3000 suppresses salicylic acid (SA)-mediated defenses in A. thaliana.

118
119
120
121
122
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123

Results

124

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato strain DC3000 synthesizes IAA in culture via an indole-

125

3-acetaldehyde intermediate

126

Many P. syringae strains produce IAA in culture, and synthesize elevated levels of IAA

127

when supplemented with Trp [31]; however, it has not been determined whether P. syringae pv.

128

tomato strain DC3000 can synthesize IAA. To examine this, we grew DC3000 in Hoitkin-Sinden

129

minimal media containing citrate (HSC) with shaking for 48 hours at 28°C. We chose this media

130

as it is reported to more accurately reflect growth conditions in the intercellular space (e.g. the

131

apoplast) of leaves colonized by P. syringae [32]. IAA concentrations in culture supernatants

132

harvested at 24 and 48 hours were determined by LC-MS/MS. As observed for many other P.

133

syringae strains, the level of IAA produced by DC3000 was significantly higher (ranging from

134

100- to 200-fold greater, depending on the experiment) when provided with Trp than in

135

unsupplemented media (Table 1).

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

Table 1. Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) levels in culture
Strain
Supplementa
IAA ng/ml
IAA ng/ml
24hrb
48hrb
DC3000
N/A
28.9 ± 4.6
30.6 ± 3.5
DC3000
Trp
2520 ± 245
2760 ± 259
DC3000
IAAld
3700 ± 189
11700 ± 657
DC3000
IAM
144 ± 18
100 ± 11
DC3000
IAN
190c ± 7
301c ± 10
d
DC3000
IPyA
8820 ± 331
14100d ± 285
DC3000
TAM
107 ± 20
147 ± 10
a
DC3000 cultures grown in Hoitken-Sinden media with 10 mM citrate
(HSC) and 0.25 mM of the indicated supplement.
b
HSC media supplemented with Trp, IAAld, IAM, or TAM accumulated
no detectable levels of IAA in the absence of bacteria after 24 or 48 hrs
of incubation. Values are average ± SEM (n =3).
c
HSC media containing IAN but lacking DC3000 accumulated 111
ng/ml and 124 ng/ml of IAA at 24 and 48 hrs of incubation, respectively.
d
HSC media supplemented with IPyA but lacking DC3000 accumulated
17,000 ng/ml and 16,300 ng/ml of IAA at 24 hrs and 48 hrs of
incubation, respectively. Similar results were obtained in two additional
independent experiments.
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The observation that DC3000 produces IAA in culture led us to investigate which pathway(s)

149

DC3000 uses to synthesize IAA (Fig 1). The DC3000 genome annotation includes a TMO

150

enzyme (PSPTO0518; iaaM; [33]), but the predicted protein exhibits limited amino acid identity

151

to enzymes with demonstrated IAA biosynthetic activity and is more closely related to a second

152

group of TMO homologs that may function in pathways other than IAA synthesis [13]. Thus, it

153

is unclear whether DC3000 uses the IAM pathway to synthesize IAA.

154

To identify the IAA biosynthetic pathway(s) used by DC3000, we performed IAA precursor

155

feeding experiments using Trp, IAM, IAN, IPyA, TAM, or IAAld and analyzed DC3000 for

156

IAA production by LC-MS/MS. Cultures supplemented with IAM, IAN, and TAM produced

157

small but detectable amounts of IAA compared to cultures grown in HSC alone; however, these

158

levels were relatively low compared to cultures fed with Trp (Table 1). In contrast, at least 100-

159

to 500-fold higher levels of IAA, depending on the incubation time, were produced when

160

DC3000 was grown in media supplemented with IAAld. This indicates that IAAld is an

161

important intermediate for DC3000 IAA synthesis in culture.

162

The feeding experiments with IPyA were inconclusive, as IPyA is unstable in solution [34]

163

and high amounts of IAA accumulated spontaneously in HSC media containing IPyA, but

164

lacking DC3000 (Table 1). Given the absence of an obvious ipdc gene in the DC3000 genome, it

165

is unlikely that DC3000 uses IPyA to synthesize IAAld. Thus, we hypothesize that DC3000

166

synthesizes IAA via a pathway involving conversion of Trp to IAAld through a TSO activity [35,

167

36] (Fig 1). We cannot rule out the ability of DC3000 to produce small amounts of IAA through

168

alternative pathways using IAM, IAN and/or TAM; however, based on the results of our feeding

169

studies these pathways do not appear to contribute significantly to IAA synthesis in culture.

170
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Identification of putative PstDC3000 aldehyde dehydrogenase genes
Our studies indicate that DC3000 synthesizes IAA via one or more pathways that involve

173

IAAld as an intermediate (Fig 1). Thus, we predicted that disrupting the final step, which

174

converts IAAld to IAA, would decrease IAA biosynthesis in DC3000. To investigate this, we

175

sought to identify the gene(s) encoding the enzyme(s) responsible for the conversion of IAAld to

176

IAA. Previously, an Azospirilum brasilense mutant (aldA) with decreased IAA production was

177

identified and the mutation mapped to a gene encoding a protein with ~80% amino acid identity

178

to an annotated aldehyde dehydrogenase from Xanthobacter autotrophicus GJ10 [37]. Aldehyde

179

dehydrogenases (ALDs) generally catalyze the conversion of aldehydes to carboxylic acids [38,

180

39]. We predicted that a similar enzyme might metabolize IAAld to IAA in DC3000, and thus

181

utilized the amino acid sequences of the ALDs from A. brasilense and X. autotrophicus to

182

identify putative ALDs in DC3000.

183

Using BLAST, we identified PSPTO_0728, a putative ALD with ~70% amino acid identity

184

to the ALD from X. autotrophicus. We then used the PSPTO_0728 sequence to search the

185

DC3000 genome and identified 5 additional putative ALD homologs, PSPTO_0092,

186

PSPTO_2673, PSPTO_3064, PSPTO_3323, and PSPTO_3644, with ~30-40% amino acid

187

identity to PSPTO_0728. None of these proteins had previously been demonstrated to have

188

dehydrogenase activity, nor were they described as involved in either auxin biosynthesis or

189

DC3000 virulence.

190

We examined whether these proteins could convert IAAld to IAA by expressing each gene

191

individually in E. coli, growing the strains in LB media supplemented with 0.25 mM IAAld, and

192

assaying the resulting strains for IAA production by LC-MS/MS. Background levels of IAA

193

were produced by E. coli carrying the empty expression vector (Fig 2), consistent with previous

9
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194

reports [17, 31]. Upon induction of expression of the ALDs from DC3000 (S1 Fig.), we observed

195

increased IAA levels for three of the six proteins. The strains expressing either PSPTO_2673 or

196

PSPTO_3644 showed ~10- and 5-fold increases in IAA levels, respectively (Fig 2A). Cells

197

expressing PSPTO_0092 showed the greatest accumulation of IAA with an ~200-fold increase in

198

IAA over the empty vector control (Fig 2B). Thus, PSPTO_0092, PSPTO_2673, and

199

PSPTO_3644 can convert IAAld to IAA and likely function in DC3000 auxin biosynthesis. We

200

refer to PSPTO_0092, PSPTO_2673, and PSPTO_3644 as AldA, AldB, and AldC, respectively,

201

throughout this study.

202
203

Fig 2. Heterologous expression of putative DC3000 aldehyde dehydrogenases in E. coli.

204

DC3000 genes encoding putative aldehyde dehydrogenase proteins were expressed in E. coli

205

BL21(DE3) cells. A) Quantification of IAA produced by strains expressing PSPTO_0728,

206

PSPTO_2673, and PSPTO_3644 and pET-21a as a negative control. B) Quantification of IAA

207

produced by strains expressing PSPTO_0092, PSPTO_3064, and PSPTO_3323. PSPTO_2673

208

was included as a control for comparison to panel A. IAA levels were measured in supernatants

209

24 hrs post-induction with addition of 0.25 mM IAAld. Values are an average ± SEM (n=3).

210

Similar results were obtained from two additional independent experiments.

211
212
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Biochemical analysis of putative IAAld dehydrogenases
Based on sequence comparisons, AldA-C are members of the aldehyde dehydrogenase

215

enzyme superfamily [38, 39] (S2 Fig.). To examine the biochemical activity of the three putative

216

ALDs from DC3000, these proteins were expressed in E. coli as a N-terminal hexahistidine-

217

tagged proteins and purified by nickel-affinity and size-exclusion chromatographies. Each of the

218

putative ALDs was isolated with a monomer Mr~56 kDa, as determined by SDS-PAGE (S3A

219

Fig.), which corresponds to the estimated molecular weights of AldA (Mr = 52.7 kDa), AldB (Mr

220

= 53.1 kDa) and AldC (Mr = 51.8 kDa) plus the addition of a His-tag. Size-exclusion

221

chromatography of AldA and AldB indicates that each protein functions as a tetramer and that

222

AldC is dimeric (S3B Fig.).

223

In vitro assays of purified AldA, AldB and AldC using IAAld with either NAD+ or NADP+

224

as substrates confirm the major activity of AldA as that of an IAAld dehydrogenase, as each

225

protein converted NAD(P)+ to NAD(P)H only in the presence of the IAAld (S3B Fig.). Each Ald

226

used NAD+ with a 10- to 40-fold preference versus NADP+, but AldA had a specific activity

227

(3.52 µmol min-1 mg protein-1) using IAAld as a substrate that was 100- and 800-fold higher than

228

AldB and AldC, respectively. AldA-C displayed no changes in specific activities in the presence

229

of calcium, magnesium, manganese, cobalt, nickel, and copper, which suggests that these

230

proteins function as non-metallo NAD+-dependent ALDs. None of the three Alds showed

231

detectable activity with IAA (at 1 mM) and NADH (at 200 µM), indicating a clear preference for

232

the formation of IAA compared to the reverse reaction. Kinetic analysis showed that AldA had a

233

catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) with IAAld as a substrate that was 130- and 710-fold higher than

234

AldB and AldC, respectively (S1 Table). AldA also showed more than a 300-fold higher kcat/Km

235

with NAD+ compared to NADP+. A similar cofactor preference was observed for AldB and AldC.
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236

The low activities of AldB and AldC did not allow for accurate determination of kinetic

237

parameters for NADP+. These biochemical comparisons suggest that AldA functions as an

238

IAAld dehydrogenase and that AldB and AldC likely prefer other aldehyde substrates in vivo.

239
240
241

Overall three-dimensional structure of AldA
To explore the molecular basis of IAAld dehydrogenase activity of AldA, its three-

242

dimensional structure was determined by X-ray crystallography. The X-ray crystal structures of

243

AldA in the apoenzyme, NAD+ complex, and NAD+•IAA complex forms were determined (S2

244

Table). In each structure, two AldA monomers were in the asymmetric unit and packed to form a

245

dimer, which then form a tetramer by crystallographic symmetry (Fig 3A). The interface

246

between two monomers buries ~2,450 Å2 of surface area with a ~3,800 Å2 interface between

247

each of the dimer units. The overall fold of AldA shares structural similarity with ALDH2-3

248

(4PXL; 1.2 Å r.m.s.d. for ~480 Ca-atoms; 46% identity) and ALDH2-6 (4PZ2; 1.3 Å r.m.s.d. for

249

~484 Ca-atoms; 46% identity) from Zea mays, along with multiple human ALD structures (1.4 -

250

1.5 Å r.m.s.d. for ~400 Ca-atoms; 43-46% identity) [40, 41]. The AldA monomer adopts a

251

canonical aldehyde dehydrogenase fold (Fig 3B), which contains an NAD+-binding domain with

252

a Rossmann-fold motif of a central b-sheet (b10-b9-b8-b11-b12) surrounded by a-helices, a

253

mixed a/b domain with the catalytic cysteine residue (Cys302), and an oligomerization domain

254

with a protruding b-sheet (b6-b7-b23).

255
256
257
258
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259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272

Fig 3. Overall structure of AldA. A) The AldA tetramer is shown as a ribbon tracing with each

273

subunit differentially colored. Two subunits (gold and white) were in the asymmetric unit of the

274

crystal with the other two subunits (green and rose) related by crystallographic symmetry. N-

275

termini are labeled. B) Domain organization of the AldA monomer. The view is rotated 90°

276

relative to panel A and shows the two subunits in the asymmetric unit. The catalytic (red),

277

cofactor binding (blue), and oligomerization (rose) domains are highlighted in one monomer.

278

The position of NAD+ (space-filling model) is indicated. C) Substrate binding sites on opposite

279

sides of the AldA monomer. The two views of an AldA monomer are rotated 180° and show the

280

locations of the NAD(H) and IAAld/IAA binding sites on each face of the monomer. D) Ligand

281

binding tunnel. The positions of NAD+ (rose) and IAA (gold) in the tunnel (grey surface) relative

282

to the catalytic cysteine (Cys302) are shown. The position of docked IAAld (rose), which

283

overlaps with IAA, is indicated.

284
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285

The AldA•NAD+ and AldA•NAD+•IAA crystal structures define the position of the active

286

site between the catalytic and cofactor binding domains (Fig 3B-C). Although the ligand binding

287

sites occupy two separate pockets on opposite sides of the monomer (Fig 3C), both sites are

288

linked by a ~25 Å tunnel that places the reactive groups of the co-substrates in proximity to

289

Cys302 (Fig 3D). Comparison of the AldA crystal structures suggests that ligand binding results

290

in structural changes that order the active site (S3D Fig.). The a11-b14 loop (residues 297-305),

291

which contains Cys302, is disordered in the apoenzyme structure and has average temperature

292

factors ~1.8-fold higher than surrounding residues. Likewise, a ~50 amino acid region of the

293

catalytic domain (residues 348-397; a13-b15-b16-a15-b17-b19) is disordered in the apoenzyme

294

structure and displays elevated B-factors in ligand bound structures.

295
296

Structure of the AldA active site

297

Unambiguous electron density in the AldA•NAD+ and AldA•NAD+•IAA crystal structures

298

identifies the respective ligand binding sites (Fig 4A). In the NAD+ binding site, the cofactor is

299

bound in a hydrophobic tunnel (Fig 4B). The adenine ring of NAD+ lies in an apolar region that

300

provides multiple van der Waals contacts. The adenine ring also forms two hydrogen bonds

301

between the hydroxyl group of Tyr255 and a water. The adenine-ribose rings provide extensive

302

polar interactions with AldA. The 2’-hydroxyl hydrogen bonds with Lys191 and Glu194.

303

Interactions with Ser193, Ser245, and Trp167 position the phosphate backbone in the binding

304

site. The nicotinamide-ribose forms a bidentate interaction with Glu401 and the nicotinamide

305

ring is bound by a water-mediated interaction with Thr243 and through a hydrogen bond from

306

Glu267. Sequence comparisons show a conserved NAD+ binding site in AldA, AldB and AldC
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307

(S2 Fig.). These interactions place the nicotinamide ring in proximity to the invariant catalytic

308

cysteine (Cys302 in AldA) [38].

309
310

Fig 4. Substrate and cofactor binding sites of AldA. A) Electron density of NAD+ and IAA.

311

The 2Fo-Fc omit map (1.5 s) for NAD+ and IAA is shown. B) NAD(H) binding site. Side-chains

312

of residues interacting with NAD+ (rose) are shown as stick-renderings. Waters interacting with

313

the cofactor are shown as red spheres. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dotted lines. C)

314

IAAld/IAA binding site. NAD+, IAA, and side-chains are shown as stick-renderings with dotted

315

lines indicating hydrogen bonds. D-F) Hydrophobicity of the substrate binding sites of AldA

316

(panel D), AldB (panel E), and AldC (panel F). Homology models of AldB and AldC were

317

generated based on the x-ray structure of AldA. Hydrophobicity was calculated using the Color-h

318

script in PyMol. Darkest red indicates strongest hydrophobicity to white as the most polar. G-I)

319

Electrostatic surface of the substrate binding sites of AldA (panel G), AldB (panel H), and AldC

320

(panel I). Electrostatic surface charge was generated using the APBS plugin in PyMol with red =

321

acidic and blue = basic.
15
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322

Crystallization of a ‘dead-end’ complex (i.e., AldA•NAD+•IAA) provides insight on the

323

IAAld binding site (Fig 4A and C). Electron density was observed near the reactive Cys302 and

324

modeled as IAA for refinement. In contrast to NAD(H) binding, the IAAld/IAA site is formed

325

predominantly by apolar residues. The carboxylic acid of IAA forms hydrogen bonds with the

326

sulfhydryl group of Cys302, the amide side-chain of Asn168, and the backbone nitrogen of

327

Cys302. Multiple aromatic and apolar residues, including Phe169, Met173, Trp176, Val301, and

328

Phe467, surround the indole moiety. Computational docking of IAAld into the active site yielded

329

a solution that matched the crystallographically observed position of IAA (Fig 3D). The docked

330

IAAld overlays with IAA and positions the reactive aldehyde group of the substrate near Cys302

331

for subsequent catalysis.

332

To understand the different activity with IAAld displayed by the three ALDs, homology

333

models of AldB and AldC based on the AldA structure were generated. Although the NAD(H)

334

binding sites of AldA-C are highly conserved, the residues in the aldehyde binding site of each

335

enzyme displays greater variability (S2 Fig). Compared to AldA, sequence differences in AldB

336

and AldC alter the hydrophobicity, electrostatics, and surface shape of the site (Fig 4D-I). For

337

example, the calculated hydrophobicity values of the IAAld/IAA binding site are 7.51 in AldA, -

338

2.99 in AldB, and 2.78 in AldC (Fig 4D-F). Likewise, the surface electrostatics of AldB and

339

AldC are more basic than AldA (Fig 4G-I). In addition, the shape of the site in each enzyme

340

differs. The largely apolar IAAld/IAA binding site of AldA best fits the substrate molecule.

341

Amino acid changes in the AldB may widen the substrate binding pocket. The wider and more

342

basic nature of this site likely reduces catalytic efficiency of AldB with IAAld. Whereas,

343

substitutions in the AldC substrate binding site likely constrict access to the catalytic cysteine
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344

and result in the even lower activity of this enzyme with IAAld. Thus, structural differences in

345

the substrate binding sites of these ALD result in the preference of AldA for IAAld.

346
347
348

IAA production is disrupted in DC3000 ald mutants
To study the role of these ALDs in DC3000 IAA biosynthesis, we generated plasmid

349

disruption mutants in aldA (PSPTO_0092), aldB (PSPTO_2673) and aldC (PSPTO_3644) (Fig

350

S4). The mutant strains were not notably different from DC3000, other than exhibiting a small

351

but significant reduction in growth in NYG or HSC media (S4 Fig. E and F). We monitored the

352

ability of each mutant strain to produce IAA in culture when provided with IAAld. Only two

353

mutants displayed reduced levels of IAA when compared to DC3000 (Fig 5A). The aldA mutant

354

displayed a ~75% reduction in IAA levels compared with DC3000, whereas the aldB mutants

355

exhibited a ~15% reduction in IAA levels. These results indicate that AldA and AldB proteins

356

contribute to IAA synthesis in DC3000, but that AldC does not.
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365

366

Fig 5. Quantification of IAA production in DC3000 ald mutants. A) Measurement of IAA

367

accumulation in supernatants of DC3000 ald single mutants grown for 48 hrs in HSC media

368

supplemented with 0.25 mM IAAld. B) Growth of ald mutants in HSC media supplemented with

369

0.25 mM IAAld. Cultures were used to quantify IAA shown in panel A. C) Measurement of IAA
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370

accumulation in supernatants of two independent aldA aldB double mutants grown for 48 hrs in

371

HSC media supplemented with 0.25 mM IAAld. For panels A-C, values are an average of three

372

biological replicates ± SEM (error bars too small to see in panels B and C). Letters indicate

373

significant difference between samples within a given time point (p<0.05).

374
375

Interestingly, DC3000 exhibited reduced growth rates in HSC media supplemented with

376

IAAld compared to DC3000 grown in HSC alone (Fig 5B). This could be due to a toxic effect of

377

IAAld at the given concentration (0.25 mM). All three ald mutant strains also displayed a similar

378

reduction in growth rates in HSC media supplemented with IAAld.

379
380
381

DC3000 IAA biosynthesis mutants exhibit reduced virulence on Arabidopsis thaliana
Previous studies indicate that auxin promotes susceptibility to DC3000 and P. syringae pv.

382

maculicola ES4326 [26-30]; however, it is unknown whether auxin produced by these strains

383

contributes to their virulence. To examine this, we assayed the aldA and aldB mutants for altered

384

virulence on A. thaliana plants. DC3000 grew to high levels when infiltrated into A. thaliana

385

plants (Fig 6A), while the aldA and aldB mutants exhibited a ~5-fold reduction in growth.

386

Surface inoculation experiments were also performed to monitor development of disease

387

symptoms. Plants dip-inoculated with DC3000 exhibited characteristic disease symptoms

388

consisting of many individual water-soaked lesions surrounded by yellowing of the leaf

389

(chlorosis) (Fig 6B-C). Plants infected with the aldA mutant displayed reduced disease symptom

390

severity compared to DC3000, manifested primarily as a decrease in the percentage of leaves

391

developing high levels of chlorosis. Both the reduced IAA synthesis and reduced virulence

392

phenotypes of the aldA mutant were complemented by introduction of the wild-type aldA

393

genomic clone (S5 Fig.), indicating that DC3000-derived IAA contributes to virulence. Plants
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394

infected with the aldB mutant also displayed a reduction in symptom severity, although to a

395

lesser degree than plants infected with the aldA mutant (Fig 6B-C).

396
397

Fig 6. Growth and symptom production of ald mutants on A. thaliana. A) Growth of DC3000

398

and ald mutants following syringe infiltration of A. thaliana (OD600 =1x10-4). Similar results

399

were seen in two additional experiments. Letters indicate significant difference between samples

400

within a given time point (p<0.05). B) Disease symptom severity 4 days after dip inoculation

401

with ald mutants. Disease symptom severity was quantified as the average percentage of affected

402

leaves per plant exhibiting the indicated amount of chlorosis. 10 plants were assayed for each

403

treatment. Results are plotted as the average percentage of leaves from each genotype exhibiting

404

the indicated degree of chlorosis. C) Photographs taken 4 days after dip inoculation. Plants

405

shown were used to quantify disease symptom severity in panel B. Similar results were obtained

406

in two additional experiments.

407
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408

We tested whether the ald genes have an additive effect on IAA synthesis and virulence by

409

generating an aldA aldB double mutant in DC3000. We monitored the ability of two independent

410

double mutant strains to produce IAA in culture when fed with IAAld, and observed that IAA

411

production was significantly lower in aldA aldB double mutants than in either single mutant (Fig

412

5C). The aldA aldB double mutant also exhibited a further reduction in bacterial growth on A.

413

thaliana plants compared to the single mutants (Fig 6A). The additive nature of these mutant

414

phenotypes suggests that AldA and AldB contribute to DC3000 IAA biosynthesis and virulence

415

in a partially redundant manner. As the aldA aldB double mutant exhibits reduced grown in

416

minimal media (S4 Fig. E&F), the additive effect on growth in planta may reflect a more general

417

role for ALD activity in P. syringae metabolism.

418
419

Pathogen-derived IAA suppresses SA-mediated defenses

420

IAA may contribute to pathogenesis by suppressing host defenses mediated by the defense

421

hormone SA [27, 42]. We hypothesized that if pathogen-derived IAA promotes pathogen growth

422

in planta by suppressing SA-mediated defenses, then the reduced growth of the DC3000 ald

423

mutants in planta would be associated with elevated SA-mediated defenses due to an impairment

424

in the ability to suppress SA-mediated defenses. To investigate this, we monitored the expression

425

of PR1, a commonly used marker for SA-mediated defenses in A. thaliana [29], in plants

426

infected with wild-type DC3000 and the aldA and aldB mutants 24 hours after inoculation. PR1

427

expression was induced by 24 hrs in plants infected DC3000 compared to mock treatment (Fig

428

7A). Expression of PR1 was significantly higher in plants infected with the aldA mutant. There

429

was also a significant increase in PR1 expression in plants infected with the aldB mutant;

430

however, this increase was not as large as observed for the aldA mutant. These results suggest
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431

that DC3000-derived IAA is required for normal virulence via a mechanisms involving

432

suppression of SA-mediated defenses.

433
434

Fig 7. PR1 expression in plants inoculated by ald muants and growth of ald mutants on SA-

435

deficient sid2-2 plants. A) PR1 expression in Col-0 plants at 24 hrs following syringe

436

infiltration (OD600 = 1x10-5). Significant elevation of PR1 expression in aldA-infected plants was

437

observed in three independent experiments, and in two experiments for aldB-infected plants. B)

438

Growth of ald mutants on wild type A. thaliana (Col-0) and sid2-2 mutant plants following

439

syringe infiltration (OD600nm = 1x10-4). Similar growth differences were observed in two

440

additional experiments. Letters indicate significant difference between samples within a given

441

time point (p<0.05).

442
443

Given these findings, we predicted that the growth of the ald mutants would be restored to

444

wild-type levels on A. thaliana mutants with impaired SA-mediated defenses. To test this, we

445

inoculated the sid2-2 mutant, which carries a mutation in the ICS1 SA biosynthesis gene [43],

446

with DC3000 and the ald mutants and monitored bacterial growth. Wild-type DC3000 grew to

447

higher levels in sid2-2 mutants plants than in wild-type Col-0 (Fig 7B), consistent with previous

448

reports that the sid2-2 mutant exhibits increased disease susceptibility to P. syringae [29, 43].
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449

Consistent with our earlier results, the aldA and aldB mutants exhibited significantly reduced

450

growth on wild-type plants compared to DC3000; however, each mutant grew to levels

451

comparable to wild-type DC3000 on sid2-2 plants (Fig 7B). Thus, reduced growth of the ald

452

mutants is restored to normal levels in plants impaired for SA-mediated defenses. These results

453

suggest that DC3000-derived IAA promotes pathogen virulence by suppressing SA-mediated

454

defenses.

455
456

Discussion

457

Natural (i.e., IAA) and synthetic (i.e., naphthaleneacetic acid and the herbicide 2,4-

458

dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) auxins can promote virulence of P. syringae [26, 27, 29, 30].

459

Although many plant-associated bacteria can synthesize IAA in culture [11, 12], the role of

460

pathogen-produced IAA in interactions between non-gall-inducing P. syringae strains and their

461

hosts is not clear. We investigated this by examining the role of IAA synthesis by P. syringae

462

strain DC3000 during pathogenesis of A. thaliana. In this work, we demonstrate that DC3000

463

synthesizes IAA in culture when fed with the either Trp or IAAld and identify an indole

464

acetylaldehyde dehydrogenase, AldA, that converts IAAld to IAA. Based on our biochemical

465

and genetic analyses, AldA is responsible for the majority of IAA synthesis in culture and is

466

required for full virulence of DC3000 on A. thaliana plants. These results suggest that AldA-

467

dependent synthesis of IAA plays an important role during pathogenesis.

468
469
470
471

DC3000 synthesizes IAA in culture via an IAAld intermediate
Using precursor feeding studies we determined that DC3000 synthesizes IAA in culture via a
biosynthetic pathway that utilizes IAAld as an intermediate. To further investigate IAA synthesis,
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472

a reverse genetic approach identified a family of ALDs that catalyze the reduction of IAAld to

473

IAA. Of this family, AldA is the enzyme primarily responsible for IAA synthesis from IAAld in

474

culture (Fig 5). A second enzyme, AldB also contributes to IAA synthesis, but seems less

475

important than AldA, based both on its lower activity in vitro (S3C Fig.) and on the observation

476

that IAA production by the aldB mutant is only moderately reduced (Fig 5). The two enzymes

477

appear to function redundantly in culture, as IAA synthesis is further reduced in the aldA aldB

478

double mutant; however, the double mutant still accumulates some IAA in cultures fed with

479

IAAld, which indicates there may be one or more additional genes encoding IAAld

480

dehydrogenase activity.

481
482
483

AldA is an Indole Acetylaldehyde Dehydrogenase
Biochemically, aldehyde dehydrogenases (ALDs) are a large enzyme superfamily that

484

convert aldehydes to carboxylic acids on a broad array of molecules [38, 39, 44]. In diverse

485

organisms, multiple ALDs function in various metabolic pathways and provide house-keeping

486

functions, such as the detoxification of reactive aldehydes produced by lipid peroxidation. As

487

with other enzyme superfamilies, the aldehyde dehydrogenases are an excellent example of how

488

evolution of different substrate specificity while retaining common reaction chemistry leads to

489

functional diversity and tailoring of biological function [45]. This appears to be the case for the

490

ALDs in DC3000, as AldA has a specialized role in IAA biosynthesis and pathogenesis that is

491

distinct from AldB and AldC.

492

Structurally, AldA shares the same overall three-dimensional fold as other ALDs (Fig 3) and

493

functions as an NAD(H)-dependent enzyme (S3C Fig.; S1 Table). Although AldA shares ~40%

494

amino acid identity with both AldB and AldC (S2 Fig.), kinetic analysis of AldA demonstrates a
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495

distinct preference for IAAld as a substrate compared to the other two enzymes. The x-ray

496

crystal structure of AldA in complex with NAD+ and IAA reveals the molecular basis for the

497

activity of this protein (Fig 4). In the reaction sequence catalyzed by AldA, substrate binding

498

leads to conformational changes that order the active site for catalysis (S3D Fig.). The chemical

499

mechanism would proceed as described for other aldehyde dehydrogenases [46]. For conversion

500

of IAAld to IAA, the active site cysteine (Cys302) acts as a nucleophile to attack the substrate

501

aldehyde moiety. This leads to formation of a covalent intermediate. Subsequence transfer of a

502

hydride from the substrate to NAD+ and nucleophilc attack by an activated water molecule on the

503

resulting carbonyl of the intermediate releases the carboxylic acid product with the thiol acting as

504

a leaving group.

505

Comparison of the structure and sequence of AldA with AldB and AldC shows how changes

506

alter the size, shape, hydrophobicity, and electrostatics of the binding pocket (Fig 4D-I). Thus,

507

the evolution of the AldA substrate binding site leads to a preference for IAAld. Additional

508

studies are needed to identify the preferred substrates of AldB and AldC. Overall, the

509

biochemical and structural data presented here indicate that in P. syringae strain DC3000 AldA

510

functions as an IAAld dehydrogenase in IAA biosynthesis. This is the first identified in either

511

plants or microbes and suggests that the evolution of different metabolic routes to IAA synthesis

512

can be exploited by microbial plant pathogens.

513
514
515

The DC3000 IAA biosynthesis pathway
We propose that AldA-dependent IAA synthesis in DC3000 involves the direct conversion of

516

Trp to IAAld through TSO activity (Fig 1), as the DC3000 genome does not encode an obvious

517

IPDC, nor do our feeding studies implicate TAM as an intermediate (Table 1). The TSO pathway,
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518

which has been reported in several P. fluorescens strains [11], is not well characterized. A Tn5

519

mutant lacking TSO activity was identified in P. fluorescens strain CHA0 [35]; however, a gene

520

encoding this activity has not been described. Future investigation of TSO activity in DC3000

521

will provide additional insight into IAA synthesis in P. syringae and other bacteria.

522

We also investigated the hypothesis that DC3000 utilizes the IAM pathway, as this pathway

523

is used by other IAA producing bacteria, including several Pseudomonas strains [12, 31]. Neither

524

our feeding studies, nor recent bioinformatic and genetic analyses provide support for the

525

existence of an IAM pathway in DC3000. Patten et al. [13] noted that PSPTO_0518, which is

526

annotated as encoding a TMO (Fig 1; iaaM, [33]; http://www.pseudomonas.com), shares only

527

~30% amino acid identity with enzymes with demonstrated TMO activity. PSPTO_0518 is more

528

closely related to a second family of monooxygenases that may function in other pathways [13].

529

Further, our observation that mutation of PSPTO_0518 does not alter accumulation of IAA in

530

cultures fed with Trp provides additional evidence for the absence of the IAM pathway in

531

DC3000 (A. Mutka, E. Mellgren and B. Kunkel, unpublished). Likewise, our feeding studies do

532

not implicate the IAN pathway as a major contributor to IAA synthesis in DC3000 (Table 1).

533

Many Pseudomonads, including P. syringae, P. fluorescens, P. putida, and P. aeruginosa,

534

have genes predicted to encode proteins with ~90-95% sequence identity to AldA, including a

535

nearly invariant conserved IAAld binding site. A survey of The Pseudomonas Genome Data

536

Base (www.pseudomonas.com) revealed that AldA homologs are much more common in these

537

genomes than TMO, which is only found in a few P. syringae or P. savastanoi strains [13]. Thus,

538

we speculate that the AldA-dependent IAA biosynthesis pathway is the predominant IAA

539

synthesis pathway in Pseudomonads. The role of IAA production in the biology of these

540

microbes is yet to be elucidated; however, in the case of plant-associated bacteria, modification
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541

of the biology of their plant hosts seems likely. Alternatively, or additionally, IAA may be

542

involved in signaling with other microbes in the soil or leaf epiphytic community [12, 19].

543
544

What is the role of Ald(A)-dependent IAA synthesis in planta?

545

Our observation that the aldA, aldB and the aldA aldB double mutant strains exhibited both

546

reduced growth and reduced disease symptom production on A. thaliana plants (Fig 6) suggests

547

that AldA and AldB play important roles during pathogenesis. Although the single mutants

548

exhibited slightly reduced growth in culture (S4 Fig.), the fact they grow to high levels in sid2

549

plants (Fig 7) indicates that the reduced growth of these strains in wild type plants does not

550

reflect a general growth defect. Thus, both Ald activities contribute to DC3000 virulence on A.

551

thaliana. Kinetic comparisons indicate that AldA is more specific than AldB for IAAld; however,

552

differences in protein expression in the microbe (i.e., high levels of AldB) could allow for the

553

less efficient enzyme to contribute to IAAld conversion to IAA. We have not demonstrated that

554

one or both enzymes catalyze IAA production in planta, as it is technically difficult to distinguish

555

pathogen-derived from plant-derived auxin in plant tissue. However, it is reasonable to expect

556

that this is the case, as both Trp and IAAld are present in significant amounts in A. thaliana

557

tissue [47, 48].

558

It is interesting to note that, even though both ald mutants exhibit a similar (~5-fold)

559

reduction in growth in planta (Fig 6A, 7B), the reduction in disease symptom severity caused by

560

aldA was much more pronounced than for aldB, suggesting that AldA-dependent IAA synthesis

561

is important in promoting disease symptom development. Given that our biochemical studies

562

suggest that AldB may not use IAAld as a substrate (S3C Fig.), the exact role of AldB during
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563

infection is presently not clear. It is possible that reduction of some other aldehyde by AldB in

564

planta contributes to virulence.

565

Our observation that plants infected with the aldA mutant express elevated levels of PR1

566

mRNA (Fig 7A) suggests that pathogen-derived IAA promotes virulence by suppressing SA-

567

mediated defenses. Consistent with this, we also showed that growth of the aldA mutant is

568

restored to wild-type levels on SA-deficient plants (Fig 7B). These findings agree with results

569

from earlier studies demonstrating that exogenous application of auxin down-regulated SA-

570

mediated defenses [27, 49].

571
572
573

IAA plays multiple roles during pathogenesis
The finding that pathogen-derived IAA promotes DC3000 virulence by suppressing SA-

574

mediated defenses contrasts with results from our previous studies with transgenic plants that

575

overexpress the YUCCA1 (YUC1) IAA biosynthesis gene and accumulate elevated levels of IAA

576

[50]. We observed that YUC1 overexpressing plants exhibited increased susceptibility to

577

DC3000, but that neither SA accumulation nor SA-responsive gene expression was suppressed in

578

these plants [29]. Further, plants carrying both the YUC1 overexpression construct and the sid2

579

mutation exhibited additive effects of enhanced susceptibility due to both elevated IAA and

580

impaired SA-mediated defenses. These results suggest that in these plants, IAA promotes

581

pathogen growth through mechanism that functions independently of suppression of SA-

582

mediated defenses [29]. The apparent discrepancy between these studies can be resolved by

583

proposing that: 1) auxin promotes DC3000 virulence via multiple different mechanisms, and 2)

584

pathogen-derived auxin and plant-derived auxin play different roles during pathogenesis (Fig 8).

585

Our data suggest that the stimulatory effect of AldA-dependent DC3000-synthesized IAA on
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586

virulence acts via suppressing SA-mediated defense signaling, while auxin produced by the plant

587

(e.g. YUC1-dependent) promotes pathogen growth via a mechanism that acts independently or

588

down-stream of SA-mediated defenses. Future studies examining the impact of the source, and

589

possibly also the form, of auxin during pathogenesis will provide important insight into the roles

590

of auxin in promoting disease development by DC3000. It will also be of interest to investigate

591

whether auxin plays multiple roles in other plant-microbe interactions.

592
593

Figure 8. IAA promotes pathogenesis via multiple mechanisms.

594

DC3000 synthesizes IAA via the activity of the aldehyde dehydrogenase AldA. The DC3000

595

aldA mutant exhibits reduced virulence on A. thaliana and plants infected with aldA express

596

elevated SA-mediated defenses, suggesting that pathogen-derived IAA promotes virulence by

597

suppressing SA-mediated defenses. Previous studies have shown that exogenous application of

598

auxin promotes disease [26, 30] and inhibits SA-mediated defenses [27], but that in transgenic

599

plants overexpressing the YUCCA1 (YUC1) IAA biosynthesis gene and that accumulate elevated

600

IAA, increased susceptibility to DC3000 occurs via a mechanism that does not involve

601

suppression of SA-mediated defenses [29]. Together, these observations suggest that pathogen-

602

produced auxin and plant-produced auxin promote disease via different mechanisms. SA,

603

salicylic acid; ICS1/SID2, ISOCHORISMATE SYNTHASE 1; PR1, PATHOGENESIS RELATED

604

1

605
606
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607

Materials and Methods

608

Bacterial strains and plasmids

609

P. syringae AldA and IAA synthesis

The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are summarized in Supplemental Table

610

S3. P. syringae strain DC3000 wild-type and mutant strains were grown on Nutrient Yeast

611

Glycerol Medium (NYG) [51] or Hoitkin Sinden (HS) Medium (with appropriate carbon sources

612

added) at 28°C. HS was prepared as described in [52]. Escherichia coli strains were maintained

613

on Luria Broth (LB) medium at 37°C. Antibiotics used for selection of P. syringae strains

614

include: rifampicin (Rif, 100 µg mL-1), kanamycin (Kan, 25 µg mL-1), and tetracycline (Tet, 16

615

µg mL-1). Antibiotics used for selection of E. coli strains were ampicillin (Amp, 100 µg mL-1),

616

Kan (25 µg mL-1) and chloramphenicol (Cm, 20 µg mL-1).

617

A modified version of the pJP5603 suicide vector [53], pJP5603-Tet, in which the KanR

618

cassette was replaced with the TetR gene, was constructed for generation of double

619

insertion/disruption mutants. The pJP5603-Tet vector was made by digesting pJP5603 with

620

XbaI and BglII to release the ~1.3kb KanR cassette, and an ~2.9kb XbaI and BglII fragment

621

containing the TetR gene from pME6031 was inserted in its place.

622
623

Quantification of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) production in culture

624

P. syringae strains were grown in NYG medium with Rif in overnight cultures. Cells were

625

collected by centrifugation from each overnight culture, washed twice with 10 mM MgCl2, re-

626

suspended at a density of ~1 x 107 cells mL-1 in HS minimal media containing 10 mM citrate and

627

incubated with shaking for 48 hrs at 28 °C. The culture medium was supplemented with 0.25

628

mM Trp, IAM, IAN, TAM, or IAAld, as indicated. One mL samples were taken at 24 and 48 hrs

629

after incubation, centrifuged to pellet the cells and the resulting supernatants frozen in liquid
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630

nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. Growth of cultures was monitored by reading the OD600 at regular

631

intervals with a spectrophotometer. The samples were analyzed for IAA production by LC-

632

MS/MS [54].

633
634

Bioinformatics, nucleotide sequences, and accession numbers

635

BLASTP searches were performed using the National Center for Biotechnology Information

636

(NCBI) server to search non-redundant databases for P. syringae DC3000-specific sequences. P.

637

syringae strain DC3000 sequence information was obtained from Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes

638

and Genomes (KEGG; www.genome.jp/kegg) and the Pseudomonas-Plant Interaction website

639

(PPI; www.pseudomonas-syringae.org). Accession numbers for genes used in this study are:

640

aldehyde dehydrogenase (AldA) from A. brasilense: AY850388; chloroacetaldehyde

641

dehydrogenase (AldA) from X. autotrophicus: AF029733; DC3000 PSPTO_0092 (AldA):

642

NP_789951.1; DC3000 PSPTO_2673 (AldB): NP_792480.1; DC3000 PSPTO_3644 (AldC):

643

NP_793419.1.

644
645
646

Expression of P. syringae putative aldehyde dehydrogenase genes in E. coli
To make the pET21a-0092 (AldA) expression plasmid, the full-length coding sequence

647

(CDS) from PSPTO_0092 was amplified from DC3000 genomic DNA with primers 0092NdeI F

648

and 0092XhoIR (S4 Table). The resulting ~ 1.5 kb PCR fragment was cloned into the pBlunt II-

649

TOPO vector (Invitrogen), transformed into E.coli DH5a and plated on LB media containing

650

Kan. The resulting pTOPO-0092 plasmid was sequenced to confirm that no PCR-derived

651

mutations were introduced into the clone, and then was digested with NdeI and XhoI and the

652

approximately ~1.5 kb insert corresponding to the PSPTO_0092 CDS was ligated into the
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653

pET21a vector cut with the same enzymes to generate pET21a-0092. The pET21a-0092 plasmid

654

was transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3). The same strategy was used to generate pET21a-0728,

655

pET21a-2673 (AldB), pET21a-3064, pET21a-3323 and pET21a-3364 (AldC) (see S3 and S4

656

Tables for primers and strains).

657

For E. coli expression assays to monitor IAA production, the E. coli strains carrying the

658

pET21a-DC3000 putative aldehyde dehydrogenase (Ald) constructs were grown in triplicate

659

cultures overnight in LB media containing Amp with shaking at 37 °C. Overnight cultures were

660

diluted 1/100 and incubated with shaking until an OD600nm 0.4-0.6 was reached. Cultures were

661

induced with IPTG (1 mM final concentration), supplemented with 0.25 mM IAAld and

662

incubated with shaking for an additional 24 hrs. One mL samples were taken 1.5 hrs after IPTG

663

induction to verify induction of the putative Ald proteins. This was done by centrifuging the

664

samples, boiling the resulting cell pellets in SDS-PAGE buffer and loading equal amounts of cell

665

lysate on an acrylamide gel for visualization of protein. Additional 1mL samples were taken at

666

24 hrs after IPTG induction, centrifuged to pellet cells and the resulting supernatants were frozen

667

in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. The samples were analyzed for IAA production by LC-

668

MS/MS [54].

669

Protein expression and purification

670

The pET28a-AldA, pET28a-AldB, and pET28a-AldC constructs used to express protein for

671

biochemical experiments were generated using NdeI and XhoI enzyme sites and transformed into

672

E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (Agilent Technologies). Cells were grown at 37 °C in Terrific broth

673

containing 50 µg mL-1 Kan until OD600nm = 0.8 and induced with 1 mM IPTG at 18 °C. Cells

674

were harvested by centrifugation (4,500 x g; 15 min) and re-suspended in lysis buffer (50 mM

675

Tris, pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 25 mM imidazole, 10% glycerol, and 1% Tween-20). After
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676

sonication and centrifugation (11,000 x g; 30 min), the supernatant was loaded onto a Ni2+-NTA

677

column (Qiagen) previously equilibrated with lysis buffer. Wash buffer (lysis buffer without

678

Tween-20) was used to remove unbound proteins, and then bound Ald protein was eluted using

679

wash buffer containing 250 mM imidazole. The His-tagged Ald protein was loaded onto a

680

Superdex-200 26/60 size-exclusion column (GE healthcare) equilibrated in 25 mM Hepes (pH

681

7.5) and 100 mM NaCl. Fractions with Ald protein were pooled, concentrated to 10 mg mL-1,

682

and stored at -80 °C. Protein concentrations were determined using molar extinction coefficients

683

at A280nm for each Ald, as calculated using ProtParam.

684
685
686

Enzyme assays
Enzymatic activity of each Ald was measured by monitoring NADH formation (ε340 = 6220

687

M−1 cm−1) at A340nm on an Infinite M200 Pro plate reader (Tecan). Standard assay conditions for

688

Ald were 100 mM Tris•HCl (pH 8.0), 100 mM KCl in 200 µL at 25 °C. For specific activity

689

determinations, the following substrate concentrations were used: 1 mM IAAld and either 1 mM

690

NAD+ or 1 mM NADP+. For determination of steady-state kinetic parameters, reactions were

691

performed in standard assay conditions with either fixed NAD+ (1.0 mM) and varied IAAld

692

(0.05-2.5 mM) or with fixed IAAld (1.0 mM) and varied NAD+ (0.05-2.5 µM). All data were fit

693

to the Michaelis-Menten equation, v = (kcat[S])/(Km + [S]), using SigmaPlot.

694
695

Protein crystallography and homology modeling

696

Crystallization of AldA was performed at room temperature using the vapor diffusion

697

method in hanging drops of a 1:1 mixture of protein (10 mg mL-1) and crystallization buffer.

698

Crystals of the AldA apoenzyme were obtained in 10% (w/v) PEG-8000, 100 mM HEPES, pH
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699

7.5, and 8% (v/v) ethylene glycol. Crystals of the AldA•NAD+ and AldA•NAD+•IAA

700

complexes were obtained in 8% (w/v) PEG-8000 and 100 mM Tris•HCl (pH 8.5) supplemented

701

with either 5 mM NAD+ or 5 mM NAD+ and 5 mM IAA, respectively. Crystals were stabilized

702

in cryoprotectant (crystallization solution with either 30% glycerol or 30% ethylene glycol)

703

before flash freezing in liquid nitrogen for data collection at 100 K. Diffraction images were

704

collected at beamline 19ID of the Advanced Photon Source at the Argonne National Lab.

705

Diffraction data were indexed, integrated and scaled using HKL3000 [55]. The structure of

706

AldA in complex with NAD+ was were solved by molecular replacement using PHASER [56]

707

with betaine aldehyde dehydrogenase from Staphylococcus aureus, which shares 40% amino

708

acid identity with AldA, as a search model (PDB: 4MPB; [57]. For iterative rounds of manual

709

model building and refinement, COOT [58] and PHENIX [59] were used, respectively. The

710

resulting model of AldA was used to solve the structures of the apoenzyme and NAD+•IAA

711

complex by molecular replacement with PHASER. Model building and refinement was as

712

described above. Data collection and refinement statistics are summarized in S2 Table. Atomic

713

coordinates and structure factors were deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank (www.rcsb.org)

714

as follows: AldA (5IUU); AldA•NAD+ (5IUV); and AldA•NAD+•IAA (5IUW).

715
716

Homology modeling and computational docking

717

Molecular homology models of AldB and AldC were generated using the homology-

718

modeling server of SWISS-MODEL with the 1.93 Å resolution crystal structure of AldA•

719

NAD+•IAA (chain B) as a template. Molecular docking experiments were performed by

720

Autodock vina (Version 1.1.2) [60]with standard protocols. Docking of IAAld (substrate) into

721

the AldA active site used a 30 × 30 × 30 Å grid box with the level of exhaustiveness = 20. The
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722

position of NAD+ was fixed based on its position in the AldA• NAD+•IAA structure. Docking of

723

IAAld yielded a calculated affinity of -5.9 to -4.8 kcal mol-1.

724
725
726

Construction of P. syringae ald gene plasmid disruption mutants
To generate the aldA::pJP5603 insertion disruption strain, an ~0.5 kb SacI-XbaI genomic

727

fragment internal to the aldA (PSPTO_0092) CDS was amplified from P. syringae DC3000

728

genomic DNA with the primers 0092SacIF and 0092XbaIR (see S4 Table for primer sequences).

729

The resulting PCR fragment was cloned into the pBlunt II-TOPO vector (Invitrogen),

730

transformed into E. coli DH5a and plated on LB media containing Kan. Several pTOPO-

731

0092int clones were sequenced to verify that there were no PCR-derived mutations. The genomic

732

fragment was then cloned into the pJP5603 KanR suicide vector [53] by digesting the pTOPO-

733

0092int clone with SacI and XbaI and ligating the resulting genomic fragment into pJP5063

734

digested with SacI and XbaI to generate pJP5603-0092int. The pJP5603-0092int plasmid was

735

transformed into E.coli DH5a lpir and introduced into P. syringae DC3000 via bacterial

736

conjugation using the helper strain MM294A(pRK2013) (S3 Table) [61]. DC3000 trans-

737

conjugates were selected for Rifr and Kanr resistance on NYG media containing Rif and Kan at

738

28 °C. The same strategy was used to generate aldB::pJP5603 and aldC::pJP5603 single mutants,

739

as well as aldA::pJP5603 aldB::pJP5603-Tet, double mutant strains. To generate double mutants,

740

a TetR version of the pJP5603-aldB insertion disruption suicide plasmid was used (see S3 and S4

741

Tables for primers and strains).

742

Plasmid disruption of aldA by pJP5603 was confirmed by PCR using primers M13F,

743

0092seqF, and 0092seqR. Disruption of the wild-type genomic copy was verified by

744

amplification of an ~1.1 kb fragment with M13F and 0092seqF primers in the aldA:pJP56023
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745

strain and the absence of a band of this size in wild-type DC3000 and aldB::pJP5603 and

746

aldC::pJP5603 strains (S4 Fig. C and D). The same strategy was used to confirm all of the

747

additional single and double ald mutants (see S3 and S4 Tables for strains and primers).

748

To generate the aldA complementing clone, pAldA, the aldA coding sequence and 5’

749

regulatory region were amplified from genomic DNA using primers 0092XhoIF and

750

0092EcoRIR. The resulting ~2 kb PCR product was cloned into the pBlunt II-TOPO vector

751

(Invitrogen) to generate pTOPO-0092comp. This plasmid was then digested with XhoI and

752

EcoRI and the 2 kb insert ligated into the broad host range plasmid pME6031 vector with Xho1

753

and EcoRI compatible ends to generate pME6031-0092 (pAldA) (S3 Table). The pAldA plasmid

754

was introduced into the aldA::pJP5603 mutant strain via bacterial conjugation using the helper

755

strain MM294A(pRK2013). DC3000 trans-conjugates were selected for Rifr , Kanr and Tetr

756

resistance on NYG media containing Rif, Kan and Tet at 28 °C.

757
758
759

Plant material and growth conditions
All A. thaliana transgenic lines and mutants used in this study were in the Col-0

760

background. The 35S:YUC1 overexpression line [50] was obtained from Yunde Zhao. The sid2-

761

2 mutant [43] was obtained from Mary Wildermuth.

762

Plants were grown on soil in a growth chamber with a short-day photoperiod (8 h light/16 h

763

dark) at 21°C and 75% relative humidity, with a light intensity of ~ 130 µEinsteins sec-1 m-1.

764
765
766
767

P. syringae inoculation and quantification of bacterial growth
A. thaliana plants were infected at approximately four weeks of age. For surface
inoculations plants were dipped into a solution containing P. syringae at approximately 3x108
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768

cells mL-1 (OD600nm = 0.3), 10 mM MgCl2 and 0.02% (v/v) Silwet L-77 [62]. To quantify bacterial

769

growth in the plant, whole leaves were sampled at various time points after inoculation, weighed

770

to determine leaf mass, ground in 10 mM MgCl2 and then plated in serial dilutions on NYG

771

media with rifampicin. Between four and six leaves were sampled per treatment, depending on

772

the experiment. On the day of inoculation, leaves were sampled at 2 h after inoculation, surface

773

sterilized with 15% (v/v) H2O2 and washed three times with sterile water before grinding to

774

remove bacteria from the surface of the leaf. For syringe infiltrations, a solution containing 104–

775

105 cells mL-1 (OD600nm = 10-5–10-4) in 10 mM MgCl2 was injected into leaves using a 1-mL

776

needleless syringe. Bacterial growth was monitored as described for dip inoculations, with the

777

exception that leaves sampled on the day of inoculation were not subject to surface sterilization.

778

Quantification of disease symptoms following dip inoculation was carried out four days post

779

inoculation. Leaves were categorized based on the presence and amount of chlorosis or

780

yellowing of the leaf. For ~ 10 plants per each treatment, each leaf was individually assessed for

781

percent of the leaf exhibiting chlorosis, ranging from leaves with no yellowing to leaves

782

displaying >75% chlorosis.

783
784
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